UNIT 5 13
Capital equipment, service procurement and outsourcing

Reading
Please read about ‘Capital Equipment’ on pages 331 – 348 in
Chapter 14 from your textbook Procurement Principles
and Management, 10 th edn, England: Prentice-Hall, Pearson
Education Limited by Baily, P, Farmer, D, Crocker, B, Jessop, D
and Jones, D (2008).

Activity 5.2
From your experiences, what are the usual contract terms of used
equipment in relation to guarantees?

Summary
In this section, we have seen that capital equipment procurements
are often major investments and the role of Procurement function
is distinctly different in this type of buying activity.
In the procurement of capital equipment, the Procurement function
is in a creative capacity as facilitators, coordinators, contract
administrators and procurement consultants to management. More
importantly, however, is his or her responsibility to orchestrate the
total performance. The buyer’s main job is to ensure that everything
happens as it should and when it should.

Self-test 5.1
What would be the wise moves and cautionary steps to take for a
buyer in the following situation?
A sales engineer from one of the shortlisted manufacturers offers
to make a pre-proposal applications study as a service to your
organisation on a major capital equipment requirement.
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Self-test 5.2
What are the concerns when decision is made to procure used
equipment?

Suggested answers to activities

Feedback
Activity 5.1
The two types of services are:
1. Presale services: Technical sales service is provided by a supplier
to a potential or actual buyer of equipment to determine the
design and specifications of the equipment believed best suited
to the particular requirements of the buyers and also to ensure
that the equipment functions properly after installation.
2. Post-sale services: Often equipment is sold with a production
guarantee, an additional reason for supervising both the
installation and the operation of the equipment. Even after this
initial period, the seller may provide for regular inspection to
ensure the proper operation of the machine.

Activity 5.2
Used equipment may be offered with different contract terms:
1. The equipment may be available ‘as is’ and perhaps ‘where is’.
A sale ‘as is’ means that the contract carries essentially ‘no
warranty, guarantee or representation of any kind, expressed or
implied, as to the condition of the item offered for sale’. ‘Where
is’, of course, is self-explanatory.
2. The equipment may be sold with certain specific guarantees,
expressed in writing. This practice is found more generally
among used equipment dealers, though they sometimes may
offer equipment ‘as is’ too.

